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2 Equilibrium and nonequilibrium 
field theory 

The study of field theories in and out of equilibrium requires techniques from 
general quantum field theory as well as from statistical mechanics. In this chapter we 
introduce the formalism and the most important techniques which form the basis for 
the understanding of the following chapters. The real- and imaginary-time formalisms 
are introduced from the point of view of path-integrals, focusing on the difference with 
the more familiar vacuum field theory in sections 2.1 to 2.4. Additional information 
on this topic is provided in the excellent reviews [85. 86. 87] and textbooks [80. 
88, 89]. Within the context of scalar theories the connection with kinetic theory in 
systems close to equilibrium is discussed in section 2.5. As an illustrative example 
of the methods discussed, the computation of the quasiparticlc properties in finite 
temperature scalar ^'' + ~p4 theory is presented to 1-loop in section 2.G. 

2.1. Closed t ime path formalism 

We are interested in developing a formalism that allows to study a system in which 
both quantum and statistical fluctuations are important. An appropriate quantity 
which contains the quantum and statistical information of the system is the density 
matrix p. Given the density matrix p. one can compute correlation functions of the 

for given operators Ö. In this section we will develop a formalism based on path in
tegrals that will allow us to compute correlation functions of the form (2.1) for a given 
density matrix p. This formalism, known as the closed time path (CTP) formalism, 
was developed more than 40 years ago by Schwinger, Bakshi and Mahanthappa. and 
later by Keldysh [90. 91. 92. 93. 85]. 

For a general density matrix p. a relevant quantity is the partition function 

Z[p] = Tr[p) = Y,WPW- (2-2) 
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Chapter 2. Equilibrium and nonequilibrium field theory 

Here the Heisenberg s ta tes | f ) form a complete set. In the Heisenberg representation, 
without external sources, the set | r ) and /> are time independent. In the study of 
non-equilibrium situations, however, one is mainly interested in the time evolution of' 
physical observables for given initial conditions. The idea behind the C T P formalism 
is to introduce t ime dependence by turning on a external source J(t..v) at sonic initial 
t ime [90]. This source couples to the Heisenberg held £H such that the states evolve 
according to 

\o. t)=T exp i -i ƒ dsd3xJ{s.x)ipH{s. x) 1 \o. 0) = U.,(t. 0)\<f>, 0). (2.3) 

where "'T" implies a time-ordered product. Accordingly, the density matrix for later 
t imes is given by p(t) = U.,(t.())p(0)U](t.0). For each of the forward and backward 
t ime evolution operators Uj(t,0) and L/](t.0) one can introduce standard path in
tegral representations. If the same external source operates on the forward as well 
as the backward evolution then the two operators are just complex conjugates of 
each other, they cancel and nothing has been gained. Nevertheless, if one introduces 
two different sources .ƒ+ and ,/_ for the forward and backward evolution operators 
Uj, (t.0) and U} (t.0) respectively, the time dependence is retained. In the path 
integral representation, this time-dependent partition function is written as 

Z[p.J+,J_}= I V^+V,?- (&~.()\p\o-.0) A*,'<"./' MUr' ]+J-^)-i(L-[^-]+j^-)]_ 

(2.4) 
Here |0 ,0) are the quantum states corresponding to the initial field configurations 
v̂ o = '-P (0 .x ) . i.e. <£#-|<j!> ,0) = ip0 | 0 ± ,O) . A convenient way of writing the partition 
fund ion (2.4) tha t resembles the usual vacuum field theory is by introducing a contour 
in the complex t ime plane. This contour C merges the t ime path C+ running from 
0 to r and the time pa th C_ running from / to 0 used in the operators L'.j{t.0) and 
Uj(t, 0) by writing 

Ucj = U)_ (f. 0)Uj_ (0. /) = Tc exp i ƒ rf,sr/3.r./(,r)$(,r) :2.5i 

The contour C is known as the Schwinger-Keldysh closed time path (sec also figure 
2.1). Tc represents contour time path-ordering, i.e. t ime ordering along C. The 
current ./(.;•) describes both ./+ and J_. depending on which par t of the contour one 
is considering. The t ime integration along the contour is given by 

ds = / ds - / ds. (2.6) 
'c ./o.c._ ./o.c_ 

T h e parti t ion function is then compactly written as 

Z[J.p}= V^~V^(o+.O\p\0-.O) / Vyeilcdtdx{L[v\+J(x)<p{x))^ ( 2 J ) 
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2.2. Propagators and Self-energies 

The advantage of using the closed time path 
Schwinger-Keldyshcontour formalism is that the partition function is 

• i l l i 

written in a way very similar to the usual 
c+ ' C vacuum case. Apart from the weighting over 

3 R e ' the initial conditions, the parti t ion function 
0 C_ l (2.7) is almost identical to the vacuum one. 

with the only difference of path ordering 
along the time contour C replacing the or-

Figure 2.1: Schwinger-Keldysh contour. (Unary time ordering prescription along only 

Co

variat ions of the parti t ion function Z[J. p] with respect to the current J will yield 

Grecn"s functions in the s ta te specified by the initial density matrix p. The inform

ation on the initial s ta te is contained in {(f)\p\(!)'). Here, the initial density matr ix p 

can be parametrized [94] as 

(ö+.O\p\0-.O) =tfeia&°\ (2.8) 

with a[<fo] given by 

a[ip0] = a-o + ƒ d3xaf (x)<p£{x) - ƒ d\va^{x)^(.r) 

+ i I d3xd3ya++(x,y)<pt{x)tp+{y) - i ƒ d3xd3yat-(x,y)<pt{x)<pö(y) 

- - ƒ d3xd3ya2+(x,y)(pö{x)<p£(y) + - d3xd3ya2~(x, y)v>ö(X)<PÖ(v) +•••• 

(2.9) 

The functions a.n contain as much information as the original density matrix, and can 
be interpreted as initial-time non-local sources in the part i t ion function, i.e. 

Z[J.p] = Z[J + o i . O 2 . Q 3 . . . . ] = / Vtpe^c^^^M+Ji'M')), (2.10) 

If we absorb Oo in the normalization and a-\ into .7. the parti t ion function can be 

compactly wri t ten as 

Z\J n] = I 2Jy,e
<{5Iw]+/c.»-''(a!)^a:)+e/c.»/c,»a2(a: 'W)*'(a!Mi/)+-}> (2.11) 

In this thesis, we shall be concerned mainly with situations where the initial density 

matrix is gaussian, so n, = 0 for i > 3. 

2.2. Propagators and Self-energies 

In this section we introduce some definitions and set up the notation that we will 
use in the following chapters. For simplicity and the sake of clarity we will consider 
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Chapter 2. Equil ibrium and nonequilibrium field theory 

in this section the case of real scalar fields. The extension to charged scalar, fermion 
or gauge fields is straightforward [85]. 

2.2.1. Propagators 

The introduction of the contour C distinguishes between fields ~p+ living on the 
upper branch and fields ip~ living on the lower branch of the contour. Correlation 
functions can be defined by functional differentiation of Z[J. p] with respect to the 
sources. The fact that the fields ip can live on cither branch of the contour leads 
to many components for a given correlation function. For instance, the connected 
propagator is given by 

1 52Z[J.p] f 1 SZ[J,p]\ ( 1 SZ[J.p] 
Gab(x,y) = -i 

Z 8iJa{x)5iJb{y) \Z6iJa(x)) \Z 5iJb{y) J+=.J-=0 
(2.12) 

with a,b = { + . —}. This leads to the following components 

Gr+(x,y) = -i(ip(x)<p(y))c = G>(x,y), (2.13) 

G-+(x,y) = -i(<p(y)<p(x))c = G<(x,y), (2.14) 

G++(x,y) = -i(T[<p(x)0(y)})c (2.15) 

- d(x0 - yQ)G> (.r. y) + 9{y0 - x0)G< (.r. y), 

G-(x.y) = -i(f[<p(x)<p(y)})c (2.16) 
= 6{xQ - y0)G

<(x,y) + 0(y{) - x0)G
>(x,y), 

where the subscript c indicates that the propagators G are given by the connected 
part of the 2-point function. We see that the four different contour propagators G±±: 

can be written in terms of two independent components, defined as the "bigger" and 
"smaller" propagators G> and G < . The contour propagators can be conveniently 
written as a 2 x 2 matrix 

G(.r..v) = G++(x,y) G+~{x.y) 
G-+(x.,j) G—(x,y) (2.1' 

From equations (2.13-2.16) we see that the contour propagators are not independent 
of each other but satisfy 

G++ + G— =G+~ + G~ [2.18) 

For systems with translation invariance. the propagators can be decomposed into their 
Fourier components 

f dkn d3k 
G(x,y) = 

2TT (2TT)3 

J\-ko{x0-yu)+'k-(x.-y)} G(ko.k). [2.19) 

The bigger and smaller propagators G% are very convenient mathematically as they 
satisfy simple and useful properties. In particular 

G*{x, y) = G$(y,x) ^ 

[G*(x,y)}* = -GHx,y) 

G^(k) = G^(-k). (2.20) 

[G*(k)]* =-G*{-k), (2.21) 
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2.2. Propagators and Self-energies 

where * denote complex conjugation. 
Additionally to the contour propagators it is useful, for physical reasons and in 

relation with causality, to introduce the advanced and retarded propagators 

G»(x, V) = G++ - G+- = fe» - Vf [G^• "\- G<U-V)] * ' ° * ""- (2.22) v ' / ; [G> (x. x) = G< (x. x) if XQ = y0. 

G%, y) = 6 - - G"+ = fc " f ^ »> " G>(-'--V)] J *° * «" (2.23, v ' [G > (x ,x ) = G<(.T..r) if.r0 = 2/0-

In momentum space these propagators are written as 

G"/-4(A-0.k) = P [plG>^-V ~ g < ^ - k ) ± 1 (G>fe .k ) - G<(fr„.k)) . (2.24) 
./ 2m fc0 - fco -

Under complex conjugation, the first term in the RHS is invariant, whereas the second 
term changes sign, as can be seen by using the analytic properties (2.21). This implies 
that the first and second term correspond, respectively, to the real and imaginary part 
of the retarded/advanced propagator. One can also see that GR(k)* = G' (k). 

In the following chapters we shall focus particularly on two 2-point correlation 
fnnt ions, defined as 

F(x.y) = \ Wz)Mv)}) = I (G>(x.y) + G<(x,y)) , (2.25) 

p(x.y) = i([0(x),<p(y)]) = G<(x.y) - G>(x.y) = GA(x.y) - GR(x.y). (2.26) 

The symmetric function F contains statistical information about the system whereas 
p contains spectral information, and it is usually called the spectral function. They 
are also explicitly real, as can be seen from the analyticity property of G<, i.e. (2.21). 
Indeed, one can write the propagators F and p as 

F(x.y) = ± (G>(x,y) + G<(x,y)) = '- (G>{x,y) - G>{x. y)*) = -lmG>(x.y). 

(2.27) 

p(x.y) = G>(x.y) - G<(x.y) = G>(x.y) + G>(x.y)* = 2ReG>(x.y). (2.28) 

Notice from (2.24). however, that in momentum space the spectral function p(k) = 
G>(k) - G<(k) is purely imaginary and given by 

p(k) = -2ihnGR(k). (2.29) 

The statistical and spectral correlators satisfy, in addition, the symmetry properties 

F(x.y) = F(y.x). (2.30) 

p(x.y) = -p(y.x). (2.31) 

Furthermore, since the spectral function p is the expectation value of the commutator 
of two fields, it satisfies the equal-time relations 

P(x. y)lxo=yo = 0. dXQp(x, y)lxo=yo = 6d(x - y). (2.32) 
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Chapter 2. Equilibrium and nonequilibrium field theory 

A convenient and more physical representation of the fields which is related to the F 
and (> propagators is given by 

D-C"!? )(;-)• «(f)- <"<• 
This basis will be very appropiate to discuss the classical approximation as we will 
sec in chapter 3. It is sometimes referred to as the Keldysh basis [93. 85. 95]. This 
basis is closely related to the influence functional formalism of Fcymnan and Vernon 
[96] for a system coupled to a heat bath (see also [97, 98] for relativistic theories). In 
this basis the matrix propagator becomes 

GK = KGK7" = ( ~ ; ' ' G* \ . (2.34) 

2.2.2. Self-energies 

We define the various contour components of the self-energies in the C T P formalism 
th rough Dyson's equation, which we write as 

G = G 0 + G 0 - f ^ _ + £ _ . J •G = GÜ + G 0 - E - G . (2.35) 

with the product .4 • B being an abbreviation for the convolution /' d4zA(x, r.)B(z. y). 
Using (2.18) one finds that the various self-energy components are related by 

£ + + + Y.+- + £ - + + E ~ = 0. (2.36) 

We separa te the self-energy into a local and a non-local part as 

E(.r. y) = £'v>c-(.r. //) + E(.r. y), with Sc{x, y) = I 

I if x = u and .r. y € C+. 

— 1 if x = y and .r. y (E C_. 

I I otherwise. 

(2.37) 
Int roducing, similarly to the ease of the propagator, the self-energy components >]> 
and H<. we have 

E++(.r.y) = ZL6{x,y) + 9{x0 - y„)E>( .r . y) + 0(y{) - , r 0 )E < ( . r . y). (2.38) 

X—{x,y) = -'£L6{x..y) + 0{yo-xa)i:>{x,y) + 9{xo-yQ)Z<(x,y), (2.39) 

E + - ( . r . . y ) = -E<( . r . . v ) . (2.40) 

Z-+(x,y) = -X>(x,y). (2.41) 

Notice the minus signs in the equations for E + ~ and £ - + . These arise as a con
sequence of the minus sign in the time integration along C- in the convolution in 
(2.35). 
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2.3. Equations of motion 

Similarly, we introduce the retarded and advanced self-energies 

ER(x.y) = £++ + £ + " = EL6(x,y) + d(x0 - y0) (£>(.;;.y) - E<(.r.y)) . (2.42) 

XA{x,y) = E + + + E - + = ELö(x.y)+0(yn - x0) (E<(.r.;/) - E>(./;..,j)) . (2.43) 

Analogously to the case of the propagator, we introduce the quantities 

E ' ( s ,y) = T<(x.y) - X>(x,y) = E~ + - E + " , (2.44) 

EF(x.y) = f {E>(x,y) + E<(x.y)) = i ( E + + + £ " " ) . (2.45) 

These self-energy components share the same analytic and symmetry properties as 
the propagator counterparts. As we shall sec in section 2.5. the real and imaginary 
part of the retarded self-energy are of particular interest since they are related to 
mass shift and damping of the modes in the theory. They are given by 

R e E « w = p /• ^ , s>(A„.k) - i :<(A-- 0 .k ) 

1mL"{k) = - - (£>(/e) - £<(£;)) = -E'(Ar). (2.47) 

In the Keldysh basis (2.33). the self-energy is determined by using Dyson's equation 
(2.35) and the matrix K. Using the fact that K satisfies 

r T i r f 5/4 3/4 
3/4 5/4 = 1. (2.48) 

can show that 

/ 0 E 4 \ 
Gft- = Go.A' + Go.A' • ( J,R _jyF j'^K- (2.49) 

This yields the following Dyson's equations for the various propagators 

GR = GR + GR • ER • GR. (2.50) 

GA = GA + GA • EA • GA, (2.51) 

F =f0 + F0 • E-
4 • GA + G(l • Y.R • F + GR • E F • GA. (2.52) 

2.3. Equations of motion 

In a general non-equilibrium situation one would like to study the behaviour of 
correlation functions in time. To do this we must write their equations of motion as 
an initial value problem with appropiate initial conditions. In particular, we will be 
interested in the equations of motion for the mean fields and propagators. 

• For the mean field 
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Chapter 2. Equilibrium and nonequilibrium field theory 

one studies the quantum average of the classical equations of motion with the 
initial density matrix p. For instance, for a real scalar theory they are given by 

(d2
x+m2)(<p(x))=J(x) + { ^ ) . (2.54) 

dtp 

where Cm is the interacting part of the Lagrangian density. In this thesis we 
will mostly consider approximations where the expectation value (5C\n/5.p) is 
written out solely in terms of mean fields and 2-point functions. 

• For the p ropaga to r s one can obtain a set of equations of motion by convoluting 
Dyson"s equation (2.49) with the inverse free propagator G<^-. obtaining thus 

Göi • GA- = ( I ]) + ( E°« %F ) • G*, (2-55) 

By separating the local self-energy parts from T,H and Y.A, this is equivalent to 
t he set of equations of motion 

(c); + m2 + ZL)GA(x.y) 

(d2 + m2 + EL)GR{x,y) 

(d2
x + m2 + EL)F(x,y) 

These are usually known as the Kadanoff-Baym equations [99]. We shall be 
particularly interested in the equations of motion for the symmetric and anti
symmetric correlators F and p. Their equations of motion are obtained from the 
Kadanoff-Baym equations by using the definitions for the retarded and advanced 
propagators (2.22-2.23) and self-energies (2.42-2.43). For the case XQ > i/o- they 
arc given by 

(d2+m2+ZL)F(x,y) 

(dl + m2 + XL)p(x,y) 

These constitute a set of real, coupled evolution equations for the statistical 
and spectral correlators F and p. In addition, they are causal i.e. the kernels 
in the RHS depend only on times ZQ < xo, so the evolution of F and p is 
determined by the self-energies and the values of the propagators at previous 
times. Eqns. (2.59) and (2.60) constitute an initial value problem. The strategy 

-5^(x-y) - ƒ d4zZA(x.z)GA(z.y). (2.5Ü) 

-8^(x-y)- J dlzZR(x.z)GH(z.y). (2.57) 

-jd±z [HR(x.z)F(z,u) + ZF(x.z)GA(y.z)} . 

(2.58) 

dzo d:izZ"(x.z)F(z.y) 

i-K^l'f,. dz0 / dózZl-{x.z)p(y,z). (2.59) 

= + / dz0 J d3zEp{x.z)p(z.y). 
••'2/0 

(2.60) 
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2.4. Equilibrium 

to tackle these equations is the following: (a) some initial conditions for the 
correlators and self-energies must be provided, (b) A form of the self-energies 
must be given in terms of the F and p so the equations are closed, (c) The 
equations are solved, generally, on the computer. Numerically speaking, this is 
not straightforward to do as the memory integrals in the RHS demand a lot of 
computer time. We will study in chapter 6 a solution of the evolution equations 
(2.59) and (2.60) for the 0{N) model, with an approximation based on the 2PI 
effective action. 

The initial conditions for both equations of motion for the mean field and propag
ators are specified by the initial density matrix. For general gaussian density matrices 
only one- and two-point functions need to be specified at initial time. 

2.4. Equilibrium 

Consider the case where the initial density matrix p is given by a thermal distri
bution, i.e. 

1 
peq = r 

-3H (2.61 

The kernel (0 + , O|peq|0 ^0) appearing in the partition function (2.7) has then the 
path-integral representation 

(ó+,O|p e q |0- .O)= V >ipp exp 
-id 

dt / r /3x£[^ Vp\ (2.62) 

J 

where the path integral is over all field configurations satisfying the boundary condi
tions 

pp(Q,x)=<p£ . ipf3(-iP,x)=(pQ. (2.63) 

In this manner, we find a path-integral 
representation for the partition function Z 
in which the time integral runs along the 
contour C = C+ + C~ + Cp (see figure 2.2). 
with Cp an additional functional integration 
along the imaginary contour from t — 0 to 
t = -13. One can show tha t the propagator Figure 2.2: Equilibrium real-time contour, 
linking fields in either C+ or C~ with fields 
in Cp vanishes [100, 86, 101. 102]. Thus one does not need to extend the matrix 
structure as to account for fields in Cp. The effect of the thermal distribution peq is 
contained in the boundary condition (2.63). These boundary conditions are related 
to a general property satisfied by the contour propagators, namely 

- iB 

G<{XQ.X: LJQ. y) = G>{x0 - i(3. x: y0,y] G<(k)=c-!3fc"G> (A:). (2.64) 

which is known as the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) condition [103. 104]. The 
KMS condition implies that, in equilibrium, there is only one independent contour 
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Chapter 2. Equilibrium and nonequilibrium field theory 

propagator. This is commonly (aken to be the spectral function p(.r. IJ). In momentum 
space. I lie various contour propagators are written in terms of the spectral function 
as 

G++(A-().k) = [pi / ( / f ; k ) . - n(ko)p(k0,k). (2.G5) 
./ 2TT/ /I'O — A'o + /f 

G+-(A-0.k) = G<(k0,k) = -p(k0.k)n(k0). (2.66) 

6 - + (A-().k) = G>(k0.k) = -p(k0.k) [n(feo) + 1)] - (2.67) 

6—(A-f,k) = - / * r * t - n ( W v k ) . (2.68) 
./ Z7T2 A'o — A'() — / f 

where n(ko) is the Bose-Einstein distribution function 

In momentum space the propagators F(k) and />(A-) become, respectively, real and 
imaginary, and are related via the KMS condition as 

iF(k0,k)= \n{ko) + -\p{ko,k), (2.70) 

The various equilibrium self-energy components are also related via the KMS condi
tion E<(A-) = e~0küH>{k). This leads to an equation similar to (2.70) relating the Y.p 

and E F components, namely 

/:EF(A-0.k) = (n(ko) + I) £'(fco,k), (2.71) 

This equation is of particular importance as it corresponds to the microscopic ver
sion of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Indeed. Y.1' characterizes the fluctuations 
while E p represents the damping of excitations'. The relation of Ep with damping is 
explained in detail in section 2.5. 

2 .4 .1 . Free theory and real-time Feynman rules 

Only in a small number of cases correlation functions of the form {ö{:v\) • • • Ö(xn)) 
can be computed exactly in equilibrium. Nevertheless, they can be calculated in 
the framework of perturbation theory, i.e. by expanding in powers of some small 
parameter (a coupling constant, e t c . ) . along the usual lines of quantum field theory. 
The building blocks for such a perturbative expansion are the classical vertices and 
the free propagators. In the CTP formalism the classical vertices are read off directly 
from the lagrangean with an additional ± sign depending whether they live on the 
C+ or C~ part of the contour. The propagators are given in terms of the free spectral 
function, which one can calculate from (2.26) to find 

/,(1(A-((.k) = 2msgii(k0)6(k2 - nr). (2.72) 

' T h e fact that T.r' describes the fiuct nations can lie seen from the influence functional formulation 
by Feynman and Vernon, which can be shown to be equivalent to the closed time path formalism 
[105]. In the influence functional formalism , the effect of the heat bath is introduced as a noise field 
£ that enters in the equations of motion, becoming in this manner stochastic. The noise fluctuations 
are characterized by the correlator <££) = S '. 
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2.4. Equil ibrium 

Using (2.65-2.67) we obtain 

1 
G++(k) = - j — - - 2*in(|*o|)*(fc2 - m2). (2.73) 

n 77? "T" t £ 

G—{k) = -r- —2 - 2mn{\ko\)S(k2 - nr). (2.74) 
kz — in- — /e 

G+~{k) = G<(k) = -2niS(k2 - nr) [n{\k0\) + 6{-k0)].. (2.75) 

G-+(k) = G>(k) = -2mö(k2 - in2) [n(\k0\) + d(k0)} . (2.76) 

In this form one can easily identify the vacuum and thermal contributions in the 
propagators. For instance. G~'~ contains the usual Feynman propagator and an 
additional term coming from the contribution of the (on-shell) particles of the heat 
bath. Similarly, the propagators G< arc on-shell and represent particles from the heat 
bath. 

With the classical vertices and the free propagators one can build a perturbative 
expansion which is adequately described in terms of Feynman diagrams. Those have 
the same topologies as the ordinary (vacuum) diagrams, with the additional fact that 
the vertices can live on either branch of the real-time contour. Unlike the usual 
diagrams, however, a thermal graph can correspond to a large number of physical 
processes. This is because the diagrams now describe not only the effect of quantum 
fluctuations, but also statistical fluctuations. Consider, for example, the lowest order 
contribution to the self-energy in \ip theory (the tadpole diagram) given by 

-—2irin{\k0\)5{k2-m2) 
k2 - m2 + ie 

(2.77) 

The contribution coming from this diagram is divided into two parts, one correspond
ing the usual vacuum term and the other that incorporates the effects of statistical 
fluctuations. In a kinetic theory description of the thermal system (see section 2.5), 
the second contribution represents forward scattering with the particles in the heat 
bath [106]. As opposed to large-angle scattering processes, forward scattering does not 
alter the distribution function of the particles traversing the plasma, but simply mod
ifies their dispersion relation by introducing corrections to the particle mass (thermal 
mass). 

At 2-loop order we can have the following "sunset" diagrams 

+o+ + o ~o+ --e--
Consider for example the second graph, representing E"1"-. The vertices in the diagram 
are joined by G+~ propagators, which according to (2.75) are given by 

r+-(L,] _ ƒ -2-iS(k2 - in2)n{ko) {k0 > 0), , > 
U W - 1 -2TviS(k2-,n2)(n(ko) + l) (*o < 0). l j 
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So. since n(ko) gives the density of particles with momentum k in the heat bath, 
when A'o > 0 the propagator G+~ represents a particle with momentum k entering 
the diagram from the heat ba th , while when A() < 0 it represents instead stimulated 
emission of a particle with momentum —k into the heat bath . In the loop integrations 
the energy on each line can take any value, so that the thermal graph accounts for 
many physical processes. The right-hand side of the second sunset diagram represents 
thus the scattering processes 

p-k-q 

p-k-q P-H - / p . M , ' q 
p-k-q 

For an incoming on-shell probe particle with momenta p . only the first process is al
lowed due to energy-moment urn conservation. It represents 2 ^ 2 scattering. Higher 
order simple-looking thermal diagrams can correspond to many processes, which can 
represent, as well, particle number non-conserving scattering such as 2 —> 4. 3 — 4. 
etc.. . All these scattering processes correspond to the ones obtained by the well-known 
cut t ing rules [107. 108]. The real-time formalism offers, in this manner, a nice phys
ical approach to the cut t ing rules [109]. In section 2.5 we study how these scattering-
processes enter in a kinetic description of the dynamics close to equilibrium as the 
collision term in a Boltzinami equation. 

T h e per turbat ive expansion can be also carried out in the context of the Keldysh 
basis. In that case, it is built from the free re tarded/advanced propagators GR^A and 
the statistical correlator F. given by 

GR{k) = — 5 - ^ — - . (2.80) 
; k2 - m 2 + i e s g n ( f c 0 ) 

GA(k) = r2 — ^ — . (2.81) 
k2 -in- - resgn(fc0) 

F(k) = 27r6(k2 - nr) (n(kQ) + ^\ . (2.82) 

Generalization to nonequilibrium? Pinch singularities 

One might wonder whether the diagrammatic real-time contour rules described 
above can be generalized to s tudy non-equilibrium situations. After all. the contour 
formalism is well suited to s tudy real-time phenomena. Hence, one could think of 
applying the Feynman rules described above to out of (but close to) equilibrium, by 
specifying an initial occupation number n (p ) which is allowed to depend on the time 
/. Unfortunately this leads to the appearance of the so-called pinch singularities in 
the per turbat ive expansion [81]. Pinch singularities occur in products of retarded and 
advanced propagators G (p)GR(p) (See eqns. (2.80-2.81)). These contains poles both 
at />() = ±u/'p — i( (from GR) and at po = ± w p + ie (from GA) thus ••pinching" the real 
axis and leading to mathematical ly ill-defined expressions (products of ^-functions) 
. It is remarkable tha t , in thermal equilibrium, these ill-defined terms cancel each 
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other [86]. However, this is not the case for a general non-equilibrium configuration-. 
The reason is that using an out-of equilibrium (and thus time-dependent) initial 
distribution n is not consistent, as can be seen from the following heuristic argument. 
Indeed, the lines of a diagram in the perturbative expansion would have the same 
occupation number n(t). However, if one of the lines contains self-energy insertions 
including damping effects, is clear that the occupation number for that line will evolve 
differently comparing to the one that does not include them. This indicates that the 
starting point, namely taking n(t) equal for every line, is inconsistent. As a result, 
pinch singularities appear. As one can expect from the above argument, they appear 
in any diagram that has a self-energy insertion that would contribute to on-shell 
scattering. To see it, consider the Dyson equations (2.50-2.52) for the GR. GA and F 
propagators and assume that the self-energies appearing in those equations are free 
of pinch singularities. The corrections to the retarded and advanced propagators are 
free of pinch singularities as the appearing poles arc all located at the same side of 
the contour. For the case of the symmetric propagator F. with Dyson's equation 

F = F0 + F0 • E-'1 • Gtf + GR • El{ • F0 + GR • Y.F • G# + . . . . (2.83) 

the various corrections to the propagator can be reorganized to isolate the '•pinch" 
terms Fpinch given by 

• ' p i n c h *-* n(p) + \) ' • G$ + ... 

= 'OH • [(n(p) + 1) E<(p) - n(p)Z>(p)] • G$ + .... (2.84) 

From the first line we see that the term in brackets vanishes in equilibrium according 
to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem (2.71). From the second line one sees that the 
term in brackets is precisely the collision term of the Boltzmann equation (2.95 )'5. 
which represents on-shell scattering. Therefore if a given self-energy contribution 
does represent on-shell scattering, then its insertion into any diagram leads to pinch 
singularities. 

Pinch singularities can be regularized by introducing on-shell damping [83]. In Ref. 
[83] this was shown with an ad hoc damping, but generally one would expect such 
damping to be generated by a resummation procedure. Propagators become then 
dressed and develop a finite width. Hence, to cure pinch singularities resummation 
of width effects is necessary (see also [111, 112, 82]). 

2.4.2. Imaginary time formalism 

In equilibrium the system is static, so in principle no time dependence is needed. 
One can just discard the contour branches C+ and C~ which were introduced to 

2 Also, the cancellation of pinch singularities does not occur in the calculation of tranport coef
ficients, deterimined by computing equilibrium quantities [110]. There, the pinching poles play an 
important role in the calculation, and must be regularized by introducing a finite width into the 
propagators. 

JSee the discussion in section 2.5. 
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describe time-evolution. To compute the partit ion function, only the branch CJ from 
/ = 0 to t = — i0 is relevant. Restricting oneself to work with C3 is referred to as 
the imaginary-t ime formalism (ITF) . since one is dealing exclusively with imaginary 
times. The part i t ion function becomes then a Euclidean path integral, i.e. 

Z = Tr(e-flH) = / Ttyexp dtE / dPxCEi [2.85) 

with CE the Euclidean lagrangian. The fields ^ ( / / r . x ) are defined on the Euclidean 
time interval 0 < ts < 0 satisfying the boundary condition t^(0, x) = ^(.i.x). Because 
of the finiteness of the (Euclidean) time integral, the Fourier decomposition involves 
only a discrete number of frequencies u>n = '2-DT (n e Z) called the Matsubara 
frequencies [113]4. The usual T = 0 integrations over continuous energies />•(, becomes 
now a sum over discrete frequencies. For instance, the Euclidean propagator can be 
wri t ten as 

r/k 
..k). (2.80) GE(tE,x) = TJ2 l^<-iu''Jl::+k-x)GEl 

The propagator G i i ( w n , k ) = 1/(CJ„ + -^) is only defined for a discrete set of frequen
cies. T h e analytic continuation to arbitrary complex frequencies z is provided by the 
spectral function as 

G(2,k)=r^£M. (2.87) 

The analytical propagator (2.87) allows for comparison between the imaginary- and 
real-time formalism. 

2.5. Close to equilibrium: Transport equations 

In thermal equilibrium the system is homogeneous and translational invariant. 
Consequently the mean field is constant and the propagators G{.r.y) depend only 
on the relative coordinate s = x — y. This allows, in particular, for Fourier t rans
formation. Close to equilibrium however, this is no longer the case as the system 
acquires inhomogeneities slowly varying in space and time (with length scales much 
higher t han the thermal wavelength \j ~ 1/7"). In such an inhoinogeneous situation 
the two-point functions depend not only on the relative coordinate s but additionally 
on the "center-of-mass" variable X = (x + y)/2. To compare with equilibrium il is 
convenient to Fourier transform with respect to the relative coordinate s. This defines 
the Wigner transform 

F{k, X) = I d*seiks F (x + -. X - - [2.8i 

4For finite chemical potential //. the Matsubara frequencies are given by u„ = 2irnT — ifi, with 
n € Z. 
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2.5. Close to equil ibrium: Transport equations 

For disturbances taking place over a scale A » AT we expect the propagators to be 
close to those in equilibrium. Therefore, typically, k ~ ds ~ T. whereas dx ~ 1/A <C 
T. This motivates the use of a gradient expansion in dx • 

In the following we apply the Wigner transform to the equations of motion (2.59) 
and (2.CO) and perform a gradient expansion to first order. In carrying out the Wigner 
transform of the convolutions in eqns. (2.59-2.60) we make use of 

/ ddz A(x, z)B(z, y) -> A(k. X)B(k. X) + %- {A. B}p (2.89) 

where {A.B}P = d^-Adx^B - d^-Bdx^A denotes a Poisson bracket. Notice that 
by performing a Wigner transform to the equations of motion we implicitly take the 
initial time ô —* —oo. This implies that, for the time integrals in the driving terms 
in (2.59) and (2.60), memory effects are neglected. 

It is convenient to substract the equations (2.59-2.60) from the analogous equations 
where the differential operator acts on y instead [114. 115]. After some straightforward 
manipulations, these difference equations become 

OF dReHR OF r „ „ „ R _<9Re£ 
" dk" J dx„ ' dx^ dk» 

ÖReEfl 

2/e„ -"M 
dp dReZH dp 

dk» . dX„ dXtl dk» 

- {E F . ReGn}p = - [SPF - pZF]. (2.90) 

+ {Ep.ReC' / , '} f ) = 0. (2.91) 

These equations describe the off-equilibrium inhomogeneities. Eq. (2.90) constitutes 
a quantum generalization of the Boltzmann equation (see below) with the Wigner 
transform F(k,X) playing the role of a distribution function. The first, term in the 
LHS corresponds to the drift term dx0 + v • Vj*' • including also self-energy corrections, 
whose momentum dependence modify the "velocity" v of the particles. The second 
term generalizes the "force" term in the Boltzmann equation, with this provided by 
the gradient of the real part of the retarded self-energy. Finally, the term in the RHS 
represent collisions. We shall see below that, for on-shell excitations, equation (2.90) 
acquires the standard Boltzmann form. 

To understand the physical meaning of the Poisson bracket term in (2.90), we must 
look at Eq. (2.91). This can be explicitly solved [116] for the spectral function to give 

p(k. x ) . -£"(*•*> „ 
{k2 - m2 - RcHR(k.X))2 + (h-^±l 

2iImJ:R(k.X) 

{k2 - m2 - ReZR(k,. X)y + (Im £*(/,-. X)) 2 ' 

Consequently, one sees that the Poisson bracket term in (2.90) and (2.91) accounts 
for the width Y,p(k,X) = -2hiiER(k.X) in the spectral function, which represents 
damping of oscillations (see below). Indeed, neglecting this term would lead to 

p(k, X) = 27risgn(fc0)<5 (k2 - m2 - Re£R{k,X)) . (2.93) 
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This has the same form as the free spectral function (2.72) with the only difference 
of a mass shift contributed by ReE / f . This form of the spectral function represents 
s table single-particle excitations (quasiparticles). Hence this approximation is usually 
referred to quasi/particle approximation. 

2 .5 .1 . Kinetic equations 

In weakly coupled systems one expects to find long-lived excitations correspond
ing to quasiparticles. For sufficiently small coupling the mean free pa th / will be 
much larger than the quantum scattering length \Q of the quasiparticles. In the 
neighbourhood of a point X with characteristic size A -C /. relaxation phenomena are 
negligible, so we can assume local thermal equilibrium. In particular, this implies that 
we can make use of the KMS condition in the neighbourhood of X. This introduces 
a quasiparticle distribution function nq(k. X) as 

F(k.X) = -tp(k.X) (nq(k.X) + i ) . (2.94) 

with p(k.X) = 2TT/Ó (A.-Q - LO'I(X)) the quasiparticle spectral function' . Introducing 
these F and p correlators into the transport equation (2.90) we obtain, for the positive 
energy components fcrj > 0 

(dt + v • V x - V.v^A. • Vfc) nq(k. X) = 

- ^ - [ ( l + n , / ( k . X ) ) Z < ( k . X ) - r 7 , ( k . X ) E > ( k . X ) ] . (2.95) 

Here E(k.X) = £(A'0 = Wfc,k,X) is the on-shell self-energy and v = k/u>fc(X) is the 
velocity of the quasiparticle. Equation (2.95) corresponds to the Boltzinann equation 
for the quasiparticle distribution function nq(k.X). In this form. E < ( k . X)/2u!k and 
E > ( k . X)/2jJk can be respectively interpreted as the production and absorption rate. 

2.5.2. Damping rate 

Consider a large system in equilibrium to which we add at / = Xt) = 0 an ex
citation with momentum /;. We want to s tudy the relaxation of such an excitation 
by using our kinetic equation (2.95). Consider also the situation where the space 
and momentum gradients can be neglected, so we consider only the time gradient 
of nq(p,t). The self-energies that appear in the absorpt ion/production terms in the 
RHS of (2.95) are in principle unknown (and possibly non-linear) function of r;(/(A'o). 
For a small per turbat ion, however, they can be substi tuted to a good approximation 
by the equilibrium self-energies. These are given by H > (p ) = -Y,p(p) [1 + n(tüp)] and 
£<(£>) = —£p(/.>)n{iüp). Within this approximation the relaxation of the excitation is 

"Alternative ways of introducing a distribution function that allow for a consistent treatment of 
memory effects can also be defined [117]. 
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described by 

c S £ 0 = ^ ^ [»„(P. » - •**)] = ^ ^ A " „ ( P . 0. (2.9«) 
c/r 2u,'p i^p 

with n(iüp) the equilibrium distribution function 

nM = ^J—-. (2.97) 
j.Öi^p _ I ' 

In this form the equation can be solved and yields 

A ^ ( p . t ) = A7/(/(p.())e-"'(p)f. (2.98) 

where y(p) — -iEp(iüp,p)/2uJII = -lmT,R(iOp,p)/<jjp represents the damping rate of 
the single particle excitation. We thus see that the (on-shell) spectral function width 
ImER(o)p.p) (see Eq.(2.92) ) describes damping and relaxation of the excitations. 

2.6. Damping and quasiparticles in (pz + tpA theory 

As an application of the ideas discussed so far. we study the plasma excitations 
(plasmons) and their corresponding damping to 1-loop order at finite temperature in 
the scalar theory given by the Lagrangian 

CM = \{d^){d»y) - imV - § / " ^ 4 (2-99) 

To study the quasiparticle pole and the damping we must calculate, respectively, the 
real and the imaginary parts of the retarded self-energy. For illustrative purposes we 
will calculate the self-energy in both real and imaginary time formalisms and show 
that both yield the same result. To 1-loop order, the self-energy is given by the 
''tadpole" and "eye" diagrams, i.e. 

k k 

(2.100) 

, ,-k 

The Feynman rules for the diagrams are given in Minkowski (real-time) and Euclidean 
space (imaginary-time) by 

•iX in Minkowski. 

-A in Euclidean. \iGQl(k) in Minkowski, 

-ig in Minkowski. 

-g in Euclidean. 

Gn in Euclidean 

(2.101) 
For the closed-time path formalism (see section 2.4.1). we shall also take into account 
that the vertices get an extra + or - sign depending whether they live in the upper 
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or lower branch of the contour. The propagators are then given by (2.73-2.7G). 
Our convention for the self-energy is that it provides, regardless of the metric, a 
positive contribution to the mass. In other words. Dyson's equations relating the full 
and the bare propagators are given by 6'^,' = G'^1,, - E M m Minkowski space, and 
by Gp — GJ7 0 + E E in Euclidean. This implies that , with the set of Feynman rules 
decribed above, the diagrams in (2.100) are equal to - / E M or - £ E in Minkowski 
or Euclidean space respectively. We will denote the contribution coming from the 
"tadpole" by E^ and the one corning from the "eye" as E 0 . 

Xote that , with this set of Feynman rules, the first diagram (the "tadpole") is local 
and real and therefore will not contribute to damping. 

Real-time formalism 

The retarded self-energy is given in terms of the various contour components by 
E'1" = E^~~ + E + _ . For the tadpole diagram there is no E + ~ component as the 
diagram is local, so the retarded self-energy is given by 

4 ' = J I G + + « = I | { p r ^ - + *".(*»)*(*» - »-')} • (2.102, 

where j k = f d4 k / (2TT)4 . The integration over fco can he performed by s tandard 
complex analysis and yields 

^Q = -, { ^ - [ l + 2n(ujk)]. (2.103) 

where, here. /k = ƒ' C/3A;/(2TT)3. For the "eye" diagram, the retarded self-energy is 
given by 

£ & ( P ) = \ f {G++(k)G++{k - p) - G+-{k)G-+{k - p)}. (2.104) 

It is convenient to use the Keldysh basis, where the various components of the propag
a tors are given in terms of the retarded Gp. advanced GA and symmetric propagators 
F. see Eqns. (2.80-2.82). The original contour propagators G±± arc given in terms 
of these by Eq.(2.34). In the Keldysh basis the retarded self-energy becomes 

^(P) =•• \ / | ö (Gn(k)GH(k - p) + GA(k)GA(k - p)) 
~ Jk l~ (2.105) 

-iF{k)GR{k-p) - iGA(k)F(k-p)\. 

The first two terms in the RHS have poles at only one side of the complex plane. In 
t he integration over k() one can always chose to close the contour at the other side, 
thus these two terms vanish. The last two contributions can he seen to be equal to 
each o ther by the change of variable k <-> (p - k ) . One ends up with 

E^(p) = g2 I F(k)GA(p - k) = g2 i 2irS (k2 - nr nk + è 
•Ik ' Jk ' il> ~ k)2 - in2 - if-sgnU' - A'o)' 

(2.106) 
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with iik = n(ujk)- Performing the ho integration with the help of the «^-function we 

obi ain 

E-(-'-p, = -"2./k^("" + 5 ... \2 u; - Ukr ~ ^Z-k - ies8n\u - Uk, 

- + Wfc)2-w2_ f c-7>R ( r i e sgniw + W& 

[2.107) 

The imaginary part of the self-energy is obtained by using 

x ± te \ x 
'2.108) 

Applying (2.108) to (2.107) and decomposing the resulting (^-functions leads to 

ImS5v(w, p) = g2 / - ^ — < (Ö(LÜ - u)k - tjp_fc) + <5(w - wfe + wp_fc) )sgn(w - wfc; 
./k ^kOk^p—k 

+ \S(u) + Wfe - wp_fc) + <5(w + u>k + ujp-k))sgn(uj + WfcJ >. 

(2.109) 

For u) > 0. and after convenient changes of variable, we obtain 

2 /• _ 

I m E ^ ( u ; , p ) = ' ^ / - — {[2nk + 1] 6(a) - ujk - wp_fc) + 2nfc(5(w + wfc - wp_ fc)} . 
^ ./k ^WfcWp-fc 

(2.110) 
Before proceeding to calculate the integrals in eqns. (2.103) and (2.110) let us show-
that the same results are obtained within the imaginary time formalism. 

Imaginary time formalism 

To obtain the retarded self-energy one evaluates the integrations and /o r summa
tions in the self energy in Euclidean space and afterwards performs an analytical 
continuation of the momenta as iun —> po + ie. It is useful to write the Euclidean 
propagators like 

GE[ , 
'A' s=± 

1 v - 1 S 
<(M — — \ . 

Wn + U)Z _ 2u!k ibJn + SUJk 

'2.111 

The contribution to the self-energy from the tadpole diagram is then written as the 

following sum/integral 

T-— 
A—1 2u,'i. iu) 

2.112 
k iu)n + su>k 
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where YL re,k = TJ2n Jk . To evaluate the sums over the Matsubara frequencies we 
write the sums as integrals in the complex space by 

r E / W = ^ êifwl*** (4F) • (2-113) 2TT/-M y2 V2T7 

and Ave use the following properties of the hyperbolic cotangent, namely 

- c o t h ( ^ ) = _ [ „ ( 2 ) _ n ( _ 2 ) ] , (2.ii4) 

c o t n ( | ^ ) =8COt]l{w) with * = ±- f2-115) 

: o t h f i ± ^ -coth(^) 

Applying (2.113) to the tadpole one immediately finds 

A /• 1 

(2.116) 

£ £ = ^ / ^ - [ l + 2n(w*)]. (2.117. 

which is exactly the result (2.103) found with the real-time formalism.6 

The contribution to the self-energy coining from the "eye" diagram is a bit more 
involved. Using the decomposition (2.111) one obtains 

EiO*..p)-£i I-2— E — . r^— . (2.118) 

Using then (2.113-2.116) one can perform the frequency sums to find after some 
st raightforward manipulations 

^i (Wm.P) = "ÏT / 1 X 

{ ((rift + l)(np_fc + 1) - nA.//„_A.) (- • • ] + 
L \ l^'m + Wk + U)p-k llOm — U)k — UJp-k J 

{{nk + l)np_fc - nk{np-k + 1)) ( — L - : — ! ) ). 
\lu)m u)k + Wp—k lOJ-m + U)k — U)p—k/ ' 

(2.119) 

To obtain the imaginary part of the retarded self-energy we perform first an analytical 
continuation ium —> u> + ie (with f > 0) and later use the decomposition (2.108) on 

'Note tha t £ £ is a constant and consequently the analytic continuation is trivial. 
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the resulting denominators to find 

Q2 I' 1 
I m E ^ o . ' . p ) = ^ 2 Jk ŴfcWp—fc 

((nfc + l)(np-jfc + 1) - nknp-k) {5{OJ - uk - wp_*) - (5(w + wfc + u;p_fe)) + 

((ft* + l)np-fc - nk{np-k + 1)) {S(UJ + wk - wP-fc) - <5(w - wfc + up^k)) >. 

The result has been explicitly written to show the Boltzmann "gain" and "loss" 
factors (nk + l)(np-k + 1) - nknp-k and (nfc + l)np-k - nk(np-k + 1). The first one 
corresponds to the decay (and production) of an off-shell excitation into (from) 2 on-
shell excitations. The second one correspond to Landau damping [118] via scat ter ing 
of the off-shell excitation with on-shell particles from the bath (only occuring at 
T / 0 ) . For u) > 0 the term with §(u + ujk + Up-k) '^ kinematically forbidden. In 
this case, and after convenient changes of variable, the above can be written only in 
terms of the distribution functions nk as 

2 /• 

ImX&.(w,p) = i r / -.— {(2nfc + 1) <5(u; - w* - vP-k) + 2nk6(w + uk - wp_ fe)} 
2 ./k 4wfca>p_A: 

(2.120) 
which agrees with the result (2.110) previously obtained. 

Damping 

Once that the equivalence of the real- and imaginary-time formalisms has been 
shown we proceed by performing the integrations appearing in the self-energy par t s 
(2.103) and (2.107). The part (2.103) coming from the ••tadpole" diagram is purely 
real and therefore it does not contribute to damping. Only the -'eye'' diagram has an 
imaginary part , which is given by (2.120). One can make use of the delta functions 
present in (2.120) to solve the angular par t of the integral over the internal momentum 
k. Indeed, using the property 

root ! / ^™>t; | 

one can solve the angular par t of the integral if f(x) is taken to be u> ± ojk — u)p-k 

with x = cos 9. being 6 the angle between the vectors k and p . The sum present in 
(2.121) is over the roots of the function f{x). which for f(x) =v± u>k - up-k, are 
given by 

p2-u;2T2ujLUk 

2|p | |k | * ' 

with | ƒ'(a;) | = |p | |k | /a;p_/. . In order to obtain a nonzero contribution, the roots of 
the function f(x) in the S's must be inside the interval [—1,1], i.e. 

- l < p 2 " " 2 , t | ^ < l - (2-123) 
2 |p | |k | 
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where the + sign corresponds to decay and the - sign to Landau damping. This 
leads to restrictions of the integration regions of |k| in Eq. (2.120). We analyze the 
two regions independently. 

• D e c a y : In the case of decay the (5-function in Eq. (2.120) implies that to = 
Wfc +u>p_fc. This is only possible provided UJ > Vp2 4- 4m 2 . so this contribution 
to damping only occurs above the 2-particle threshold. The lower and upper 
integration limits /,•_ and k+. which result from the restriction (2.123). can be 
easily expressed as 

k+ = (2.124; 

• L a n d a u d a m p i n g : In this ease the contribution only occurs below the light-
cone, i.e. p 2 > UJ2. The integration limits resulting from the restriction (2.123) 
turn out to be the same as in the case of decay". Notice that both for decay and 
Landau damping the function inside the square root in the integration limits 
(2.124) is positive, so k± are real. 

After the angular integration is performed, the contributions to the imaginary part of 
the re tarded self-energy coming from decay and Landau damping can thus be written 
as 

lm£.]jy(oJ. p) = 
•^ • ilk k l 

\ hl £é éS^k + 1) for u? > p2 + 4m2, (Decay 

i Ik+ S\t\2^nk f()1' w2 ^ P2- (Landau damping; 

(2.125) 
in\P\2UJk

nk t o r ^ - S p " . 

Filially, the remaining integration over A- can be easily performed since 

dk k 1 

•Ik ujk e#"* - 1 
= T dx 

e-'' - 1 
= T\n 1 - e 

1 - c 
f2.1261 

with x± = 0UJ± = dvA'^ + in2. The final result for the imaginary part of the retarded 
self-energy can be compactly written as 

lmE*tu>,p) = -
l()7r|p| 

with UJ± given by 

7'In 
-0 

W ± = 2 ± I P I A i 
4m2 

p - — o;J 

2.127 

[2.128) 
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F i g u r e 2 .3 : Imaginary part of the contribution to the self-energy from the "eye" diagram, for coup
ling g/rn = 0.1 and temperatures T/rn = 1.0, in the MS scheme. 

This result was also obtained with Laplace transform methods in [120]. We show 
in figure 2.3 the result (2.127) plotted with respect to both p and to We notice in 
(2.127) tha t there is no on-shell damping. This implies that the on-shell plasma 
excitations (plasmons) are stable and behave as free quasiparticles. Nevertheless we 
expect damping to appear at higher orders in per turbat ion theory. In particular, 
introducing an 'eve" self-energy insertion into one of the lines of the original "eye" 
diagram yields damping, since the momenta on tha t line is not bound to be on-shell. 
and therefore the insertion produces an imaginary part according to (2.127). 

Quasiparticle pole 

To find the dispersion relation of the quasiparticles one must calculate the real 
part of the retarded self-energy. In this case both the "tadpole" and "eye" diagrams 
contribute. Wc discuss both diagrams and their vacuum and finite tempera ture con
tributions separately. 

Tadpole contribution: The vacuum part of this diagram is quadratically divergent. 
The divergence can be regularized in the context of dimensional regularization (with 
d = 4 — 2e and renormalization scale /i) and one obtains 

£ Q ( T = 0 ) = ^ 
1 \m 

f 1 - 7 - In 
2 7k2w f c 2(4TT)2 _r 

where c = 0 + and 7 = 0 .57721 . . . is the Euler constant. 

47T//-' 
[2.129) 

7This is generally not true. It does not happen, for instance, in the contribution of the sunset 
diagram to damping in Ap1 theory [119. 110). 
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The finite temperature part is given by 

2 7k vk 2 Jm/T 2TT2 ex - 1 
1 -

m\2 1 
7 1.2' 

[2.130) 

and can be solved numerically. If T » in, one can expand with respect to m/T 
finding 

E 0 (T > m) = 
~24~ 

2 r 

1 + 0 
r/. 

("2.131 

Eye contribution: Let us come back to the expression (2.119) for the self-energy in 
imaginary time. It was written to shew explicitly the "gain" and "loss" factors. We 
can nevertheless write it in such a way that the vacuum and the finite temperature 
parts are separated as 

£-o(u;m, P) — 
1 

2 ./k 4u)kWp—k L 

Here the function S(u>k,wp-k) ' s given by 

S(üJk,üJp-k) = 

S(cük^p-k) + 2rik[S(uJk,uJp-k) + S(—cJk,^p-k] 

lU)m + W.fc + COp—k l^m — -^k — Wp—k 

'2.132' 

[2.133) 

The vacuum part of the "eye" diagram is logarithmically divergent in four dimensions. 
Again in the context of dimensional regularization one finds 

£ * (p;T = 0) = 
2(4TT)-

- + 2 - 7 - In v 

- 2 * 1 
4m2 

-acoth 1 + 
4m' 

P' 
[2.134) 

The corresponding retarded self-energy in real time is easily obtained by analytic 
continuation i,pA —> to + ic. One finds that above the lightcone and below the 2-
particle threshold, i.e. p 2 < J1 < wf = p 2 + 4m2. the contribution becomes purely 
real and given by 

ReE^(|p|<a;<^;r = 0) = - f -

V ^ ^ 
[2.135: 

Below the lightcone (w < |p|) and above the two particle threshold (ui > wt), however, 
the result, of the analytic continuation becomes complex. The real part of the outcome 
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is 

Re E o» > U)t &.U) < | p | ; T = 0) = 
2C47T 2 .6 

- + 2 - 7 - I 1 1 
777 " 

4 7 T / / 2 

1 -
4m-

/.,2 _ r.2 
In y -

y -
- - ^ + i 

4 m2 ^ 
w2—p2 

[2.136) 

The finite temperature part does not contain UV divergences so no regularization is 
needed. After analytic continuation one can check that it can be written as 

R e £ " ( p ; r ) = ^- rflkl 1 

2 ./ (2TT)2 \p\cok e?"* - 1 

j dx^- In [(u)2 + {uk + top-k)2) (J2 + (wfc - ujp-k)
2)} (2.137) 

which allows to perform easily the angular integration to find 

, ' j 

R e £ * ( p ; T ) = 
8TT2|P| . 

dwk 

I 
ePuk _ ]_ 

In 
(u2 

(u* 
— (u)k -\-ujp-k) ) [w ' 

- (ujk + UJp+k)
2) (UJ2 -

- (Wfc -

- (^A: -

-Wp_fc) 2 ) 

-^p+fc)2) 

(2.138) 
The total result for the real part of the retarded self-energy E.Q. is plotted against 
both p and u> in figure 2.4 below. 

F i g u r e 2.4: Real part of the contribution to the self-energy from the "eye" diagram, i.e. eqns. (2.127) 
and (2.135-2.138). for coupling g/m = 0.1 and temperatures T/m = 1.0, in the MS 
scheme. 

Renormalization: To renormalize the divergences present in Eqns. (2.129) and (2.134) 
we introduce a mass counterterm 8rn2 by writing our bare mass as m2 = m2

R — Srn2. 
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Chapter 2. Equilibrium and nonequilibrium field theory 

We choose the counter term in such a way as to ensure that the renormalized mass 
in R is the particle pole mass at zero temperature and zero spatial momentum, i.e. the 
inverse full (real-time) propagator vanishes at w = IUR and p = 0 as 

G l = LÜ~ - p — mR + 8m — Re E (w = TUR. p = Ü) 

T h e resulting counter term is then given bv 

r=o 
= 0. at UJ = in R. p = 0. 

(2.139) 

Sm2 = + 

= + 

E 0 + R e E * (w = m r . p = 0 ; J = 0) 

An/; + .</' 

32 T T 2 
- + 1 - 7 - In 
e \ i.T//-

' " ; 
32--' 

T T V ^ 
(2.140) 

This choice of the counterterm ensures thai the mass in the loop propagators is 
identical to the mass in the external (dressed) propagators. This avoids inconsistencies 
from having two different masses. For instance, it ensures that the 2-particle threshold 
for decay occurs at twice the particle pole mass. 

At finite tempera ture , however, thermal fluctuations shift the position of the pole 
since there is an extra contribution to the self-energy. Strictly speaking one cannot 
talk about a "true" pole anymore as the self-energy becomes now complex. The 
solution to equation (2.139) at 1 ^ 0 does not lie in the first Riemann sheet but has 
moved to the second Riemann sheet [120]. One talks then about a "resonance" (or 
quasipart icle pole). The quasiparticle pole mass is given by the position of the center 
of the spectra] function 

p(tj; p) = 
2iImEa(u>,p) 

- p 2 - m2 ReEJ 
o,p. 

which occurs at the quasiparticle pole energy ' q p ft 

I m E R ( w , p ) 2 

iven bv m: 

(2.14T 

Solving 

ÜJ2 - p2 - m öm2 — ReE /?(p.u,-)|^.=^, = 0 leads to the self-consistent equation for 
the quasiparticle mass 

at an Re E ^=w q p ,p ;T- (2.142) 

T h e real part of the retarded self-energy coming from the "eye" diagram depends on 
the external momentum p . Hence the dispersion relation for the quasiparticle is not 
tr ivial as the quasiparticle mass will also depend on p . Let us analyze for simplicity 
t he case of zero spatial momentum p = 0. In t ha t case 

ReZl (w = m q p . p = 0.T) = 
(f III 

-2 III 
f IP 

dx ,J3m.RX _ \ ' [2.143) 
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For sufficiently small couplings and temperatures the corrections to the mass will be 
tiny, so one can solve equation (2.142) by expanding around m* 
order, it leads to 

'm ~ 1. To first 

1 + 5^i + &°2 + \ (1+ T^i + &c2) - ^ (1 + jfrc2) c< 
III,, III r, \ \ III o ' " r. / TV-lTln \ ' " r. / 

m = mR 

2 ( 

with the constants Ci. C2 and C'3 given by 
(2.144) 

C i = 

Co = 

r/.r 

M w / T ( 2 7 ) 2 r ' - 1 

1 r - 1 

9(i; -n-2 3 ^ 2 

C 3 = / cte 
. /1 

udmit.r _ J 

1 -
m » \ 2 1 
T 

(2.145) 

(2.146) 

(2.147) 

The shift of the quasiparticle mass with temperature is shown for various values of the 
coupling constant g in Fig. 2.5. There is a competition between the contribution to the 
self-energy coining from the "tadpole" ( which increases the quasiparticle mass) with 
the contribution from the "eye" (which shrinks it). Indeed, for suffiently large coup
lings g. the quasiparticle mass decreases with the temperature. This may even result 
in a tachvonic mass, which signals the instability of the perturbative approximation 
[1211. 
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F i g u r e 2.5: Quasiparticle to renoniialized 
mass ratio (A = 0.1). For 
sufficiently large couplings g. 
the contribution of the "eye" 
diagrams starts to dominate. 

3 4 
T 

III l; 

With the real part of the self-energy given by (2.129-2.130) and (2.135-2.138). and 
the imaginary part by (2.127). one can. using the expression (2.141) calculate the 
spectral function p. For illustration we plot the spectral functions for g/rnn = 0.5 
and temperatures T — 0 and T = 0.2 m^ . With increasing temperature the spectral 
function increases at threshold but keeps its shape for large energies. The quasiparticle 
pole remains a ^-function at finite temperatures as there is no on-shell width. 
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F i g u r e 2.6: Spectral function at T = 0 and T — 0.2 m/; for the coupling y/m.R = 0.5. The 
quasiparticle pole, corresponding to a ó-function. is also indicated. 

Comments 

In this section we have illustrated the methods discussed in the previous par ts 
of this chapter, in particular, to study the quasiparticle properties of scalar ^ + ^ ' 
theory to 1-loop order in per turbat ion theory. Regarding the interaction part t/?4 of the 
theory, most of the calculations presented in this section can be found in the l i terature 
(see, for instance [122]). With respect to the interaction par t ^ . the calculation of 
the imaginary par t of the "eye" diagram was already done with Laplace transform 
methods in [120]. As we have shown, the same answer is obtained with both the real 
and imaginary t ime formalisms of thermal field theory. 

The calculations of the quasiparticle properties in cp4 theory have been performed 
up to 2-loops in per turbat ion theory (see, for example [122. 110. 119]). together with 
the appropiate resuinmations needed at high temperature . At 2-loop. the "sunset" 
self-energy diagram contributes to damping on-shell [110. 119]. Because of the resuin
mat ions involved in the computa t ion of t he quasiparticle properties at higher orders 
in per turbat ion theory, it would be interesting to study the equilibrium scalar (£3-f tp4 

theory in the context of the schemes based on the 2PI effective action (see chapter 4). 

T/m=0.2 

Quasiparticle pole 

•il 


